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Abstract
Tooth Borne Anchorage: A comparative Analysis
Degree Date: December 16, 2016
Shane Hodson, D.M.D.
COLLEGE OF DENTAL MEDICINE NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY

Thesis Directed By: Malcolm Meister, D.D.S., M.S.M., J.D., Committee Chair
Abraham B. Lifshitz, D.D.S., M.S., Committee Member
Sergio Real, D.D.S., M.S., Committee Member

Objective: The purpose of this study was to compare two anchorage modalities.
Differential mass and differential moments were compared for their anchorage
effectiveness in the sagittal and vertical dimensions. Class I patients with
maximum anchorage requirements and treated with four first premolar
extractions were selected. Background: Due to a severe combination of
crowding, incisor proclination and protrusion, and procumbency of the lips,
certain patients require extractions and maximum anchorage in orthodontic
treatment. Two tooth borne anchorage modalities, differential mass and
8

differential moments, have been shown to be able to achieve maximum
anchorage requirements. Methods: The available digital records of all patients
5, 7

(n=6478) treated within the Nova Southeastern University Department of
Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopedics (NSU-DODO) clinic were searched to
find all patients meeting the inclusion criteria. All patients that met the inclusion
6

criteria were selected and divided into the two groups, differential mass and
differential moments, based on the tooth borne anchorage modality utilized
during their treatment. Of the available records, 24 patients met the criteria for
the differential mass group, while 10 patients met the criteria for the differential
moments group. The pre-treatment and post-treatment cephalometric
radiographs were traced and superimposed to evaluate the amount change of
the upper and lower first molars in the sagittal and vertical dimensions during
treatment. Results: The differential mass group, on average, showed less
anchorage loss compared to the differential moments group, in the sagittal and
vertical dimensions for the upper and lower first molars. The differential moments
group, compared to the differential mass group, had smaller standard deviations
and ranges in all dimensions in the lower molars and in the sagittal dimension for
the upper molars. These differences were not found to be statistically significant.
The statistical variance of the effect size showed that 65% of the variance in the
lower arch and 64% of the variance in the upper arch were due to unknown
circumstances. Conclusion: The null hypotheses, that both anchorage
modalities would provide the same magnitude of anchorage, could not be
rejected. This study was limited by many factors, including treatment by different
residents, supervision by different clinical faculty members, unspecified initial
treatment goals, and potential errors in measurement. This study is clinically
relevant within the NSU-DODO clinic to show the results of completed treatments
within the NSU-DODO clinic, and should be considered by the residents and
faculty in the future treatment of patients with similar malocclusions.
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Chapter 1
1.1 Overview
1.1.1. The Extraction Debate
The practice of modern orthodontics began in the early 20th century when
Dr. Edward Hartley Angle developed the edgewise appliance, which utilizes a
rectangular bracket-slot within which an arch wire, round or rectangular, may be
1

inserted to control the movement of teeth in all three planes of space. For his
contributions, Angle is considered to be the father of modern orthodontics. Angle
held the belief that to achieve an ideal orthodontic result in treatment, the patient
must retain an entire compliment of teeth. He was strongly opposed to the idea of
1

extracting teeth for orthodontic purposes. Angle was focused on creating ideal
occlusions and understood the relationship between teeth and the skeletalalveolar complex; however, he did not consider the impact of treatment on facial
balance and esthetics.
Angles most prominent student, Charles Tweed, began his orthodontic
career strictly following Angle’s teachings. Initially, Tweed did not extract teeth
during treatment. It was not until Angle’s death that Tweed reassessed his
treatment outcomes, and found that he was not satisfied with the facial esthetics
in numerous treated cases.2 Tweed decided to retreat these patients by
extracting four bicuspids and reformatting the balance of the dentition. He then
compared the facial esthetics before and after the extraction of teeth in
treatment, causing a paradigm shift in orthodontics.
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Extraction of premolars is now an accepted modality of orthodontic
treatment, although the determination of when to extract remains controversial.3
This decision of when to extract teeth presents certain complexities, but the
ultimate goal, in most quarters, is to provide the patient with an esthetic,
functional, and stable result. Dental crowding often requires extraction of teeth to
allow the dentition to be aligned within the alveolar base without drastically
changing the shape of the arches. Extractions may also be needed to reduce the
proclination and protrusion of the incisors by uprighting them over the basal
bone, and thus, allowing them to be aligned in a more stable position.4 Finally,
extraction may be necessary to reduce the procumbency of the lips to provide
the patient with a more balanced facial appearance.5
1.1.2. Anchorage
Orthodontic anchorage is the dissipation of undesirable reciprocal forces
that occur during tooth movement.1 Angle stated “the resistance of the
anchorage must be greater than that offered by the teeth to be moved; otherwise,
there will be a displacement of the anchorage and failure in the movement of
teeth in the desired direction.” 6 In some treatment modalities, the biological
resistance provided by the cementum, periodontal ligaments, and alveolar bone
to the orthodontic forces is the sole form of anchorage.7 In other treatment
modalities, these biological resistances are combined with the physical principles
of biomechanics to amplify the resistance.
In orthodontic cases requiring extractions the space created must be
properly managed to resolve the crowding, upright the incisors, and retract the
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lips to create a functional, stable, and esthetically balanced result. Alignment of
the teeth will likely be accomplished regardless of the management of the
extraction spaces, but lack of proper anchorage will limit the degree of dental
retraction, diminish advantageous spatial remodeling of the dento-alveolus, and
potentially place the dentition in an unstable location.8 Successful orthodontic
treatment is dependent on selecting the proper anchorage magnitude required in
treatment.7
1.1.3. Anchorage magnitudes
Anchorage is categorized by magnitudes into three categories: minimum,
moderate, and maximum. The goal of minimum anchorage is to maintain the
position of the incisors during leveling and alignment of the dentition, and then
utilizing the residual posterior space to protract the posterior dentition into proper
occlusion. The goal of moderate anchorage is to achieve alignment and leveling
of the dentition with a moderate amount of anterior retraction. Moderate
anchorage requires the orthodontist to determine the extent of retraction and
protraction and design the mechanics appropriately. Finally, the goal of maximum
anchorage is to maintain the position of the posterior dentition to allow for
complete retraction of the anterior teeth into the extraction space.1
1.1.4. Anchorage modalities
Anchorage may be further categorized into four categories according to
the modalities employed: skeletal, reinforced, reciprocal, or differential moments.
Skeletal anchorage utilizes the skeletal structures to dissipate the unwanted
orthodontic forces. Temporary anchorage devices and bone plates are commonly
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used methods of skeletal anchorage. Reinforced anchorage uses tissues other
than the dentition to dissipate the undesirable orthodontic forces that occur
during the biomechanics of tooth movement, such as the palate, the neck, and
the lips. Reciprocal anchorage, known also as tooth-mass anchorage, uses the
dental units, or groups of dental units, to dissipate undesirable orthodontic forces,
without the reliance on any other structures. Finally, differential moments, also a
tooth-borne anchorage modality, utilizes biomechanics (moment to force ratios,
moments of the couple, and moments of the force). Biomechanics allows the
orthodontist to create a dominant moment in the appliance to control direction
tooth movement, equilibrium forces, and effective space management.1
1.2. Tooth Borne Anchorage
1.2.1. Maximum Tooth-Borne Anchorage
Patients that have a severe combination of crowding, proclination and
protrusion of the incisors, and procumbency of the lips require maximum
anchorage to resolve these problems and satisfy the patient’s chief complaints.
Although various techniques are available that utilize other intraoral and extra
oral tissues to accomplish this maximum anchorage goal, it has been shown that
these goals can also be accomplished by utilizing controlled biomechanical
forces within the dentition.5, 7 The tooth-borne anchorage modalities rely on the
cementum, periodontal ligaments, and alveolar bone to provide biological
resistance, while mechanical resistance is provided by the orthodontic wires and
supplements included in the biomechanical design. Two techniques have been
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suggested to be able to accomplish this maximum tooth-borne anchorage:
differential mass and differential moments.
1.2.2. Differential mass
The concept of differential mass, proposed by Storey and Smith in 1952,
groups anterior and posterior segments of the dentition to create competing
amounts of root surface area. These areas by design are intended to dissipate
the undesirable forces encountered during the retraction of the anterior
segment.9 For maximum anchorage to be accomplished, the anchorage unit must
be significantly more resistant to the orthodontic forces than the teeth to be
moved.10 In this anchorage modality, the posterior group, composed of the
second bicuspid, first and second molars, is ligated together. A retraction force is
placed from this posterior group to the canine, which has significantly less root
surface area. Theoretically, the greater surface area of cementum, periodontal
ligaments, and alveolar bone in the posterior group should counteract the mesial
component of the retraction force, thus allowing only the canine to distalize while
maintaining the position of the posterior teeth.11
Storey and Smith showed that 5% to 50% of the total extraction space can
be taken up by an anchor unit made up of the first molar and the second
premolar when used to retract a canine while using differential mass anchorage.9
Aronsen et al conducted a split mouth study on monkeys, in which they
compared differential mass anchorage to skeletal anchorage. In these monkeys
an average of 1.9mm of anchorage loss occurred using skeletal anchorage,
which is considered to be the greatest modality for maximum anchorage. This
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anchorage loss that occurred on the side without skeletal anchorage and only
using the molars as anchorage was 1.7mm. These results are clinically
comparable.12
Story and Smith furthered their differential mass theory to include a
differential force theory, reasoning that the application of different force levels
could lead to differential movement of each group of teeth. They postulated that if
a 200g retraction force was applied, only the canine would distalize, while the
posterior group would remain stable. Furthermore, they found that 500g of
closing force would cause significant hyalinization at the canine, and only the
posterior group would mesialize while the canine remained relatively stable.
Finally, they determined that a 350g reciprocal force would allow both the canine
and posterior segments to move together to close the space.9 Ergo, with
appropriate biomechanical design and force differential, anchorage goals could
be met.
Although these studies showed significant anchorage could be
accomplished utilizing differential mass, this theory along with the differential
force theory was heavily questioned. Numerous studies found that forces both
less than and greater than the values proposed by Storey and Smith were
capable of producing the same tooth movement. In 1967, Andreasen and
Johnson found that higher force levels (400gm) yielded 2.5 times more tooth
displacement than the lower forces (200gm).13
Hixon, in 1969, designed clinical test to further evaluate the differential
force theory, which resulted in sufficient data to place great scrutiny on the
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conclusions made by Storey and Smith. Hixon reasoned that since there is an
uneven distribution of the orthodontic forces along the length of the root and that
tooth movement does not occur at a constant rate, the conclusion made by
Storey and Smith were oversimplified and could not be scientifically accepted. In
his own study, did Hixon found that by maintaining the molars in an upright
“anchorage” position by way of tip back bends, which creates differential
moments, the retraction force placed on the canine could by distributed over the
larger root area of the molar to prevent molar mesialization. Contrary to Storey
and Smith’s findings, this study showed greater retraction of the canine up to 300
gm.14 In 1970, Quinn redesigned his study to compare different force levels, and
found that even higher forces yielded greater tooth displacement.15
In 1974, Boester and Johnson compared the movement of teeth at 55gm,
140gm, 225gm, and 310gm in their reevaluation of Storey and Smith’s study.
They found that the 55gm force yielded significantly less movement than the
higher force groups. They also found that in all force groups above 140gm, there
was not a statistically significant increase in tooth displacement. This again
refuted the basis for differential mass anchorage.16
In 1980, Andreasen and Zwanziger attempted to replicate Storey and
Smith’s study with different sliding mechanics. They attempted to minimize the
tipping movement involved in the space closure to provide a more even
distribution of the retraction forces along the root surfaces of the canine and
posterior group. Although they did not fully eliminate tipping, they were able to
obtain greater control of the canine retraction with lighter forces in the range of
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100gm to 150gm. Andreasen and Zwanziger did not account for the force lost to
friction, so the force levels in this study are less accurate and should be
considered as a range in effort to more accurately represent the forces placed on
the teeth. Regardless of the flaws in this study, these forces were significantly
lighter than those proposed by Storey and Smith and thus do not fully support
their findings.17
In 1985, Quinn called into question many of the historical conclusions
made regarding the force magnitudes in orthodontics, especially those of Storey
and Smith. In his analysis of Storey and Smith’s findings, Quinn found that there
were statistically significant variations in the rate of tooth movement between
patients and even between quadrants in the same patients, and thus their
conclusions and all subsequent studies based on their findings should be further
scrutinized. After further literature review, Quinn concluded that the findings in
support of differential mass anchorage could not fully be supported. However, the
available evidence shows that when utilizing differential mass it would be most
beneficial clinically to maximize the posterior root surface area by incorporating
the second molars into the anchorage unit, to extract the first premolar to
decrease the stress and strain on the anchor unit, and to deliver continuous
forces with a relatively constant moment to force ratio.18
Hart also questioned the concept of using differential tooth mass to
dissipate retraction forces. He reasoned that since the equal and opposite forces
were applied from the canine to the posterior group with greater tooth mass, the
dissipation of the force along the greater root surface are would lead to force
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levels more favorable for the movement of the posterior teeth, while the force on
the canine was more favorable for hyalinization. The greater susceptibility for
hyalinization would provide greater resistance to movement, and thus lead to
greater anchorage loss.19
Although previous research has concluded that differential mass
anchorage is a viable form of maximum anchorage, the high levels of doubt in
the matter should encourage further investigation on the topic and further
comparison to other anchorage modalities.
1.2.3. Differential moments
Differential moments are a form of anchorage that utilizes physical
principles in a biological environment. The biomechanical design of differential
moments occurs as unequal moments are placed on specific teeth, which allows
for the more desirable dominant moment to cancel out the unwanted lesser
moment, thus maximizing the desired tooth movements and minimizing the
unwanted side effects.20 In this modality, an off-center second order bend is
placed mesial to the first molar, placing the dominant moment on the molar,
which is then utilized to dissipate the unwanted mesial component of force from
the retraction force. The magnitude of the dominant moment can be adjusted to
reach the balance necessary to dissipate the unwanted mesialization of the
posterior teeth while retracting the anterior teeth.
Tweed empirically began the concept of differential moments during his
re-treatment of patients previously treated without extractions. He placed second
order bends on the molars to complete his “anchorage preparation” stage, which
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applied a moment of the couple to tip the molars back and provide maximum
anchorage.4 Ricketts, throughout the 1950s and 1960s, continued and
extrapolated on Tweeds approach with second order bends. He applied similar
second order mechanics with segmented arches in his Bioprogressive technique
to accomplish maximum anchorage in a more predictable configuration.21 The
term differential moments was originally proposed by Burstone, who explained
the moment to force ratios, moment of the couple, and moment of the force
involved in the previously applied second order mechanics. He used these three
components of the biomechanical design to describe how differential space
closure could be accomplished by varying the force system between the anterior
and posterior segments.22 Isaacson and Lindauer applied this differential
moments technique in practice, and published a series of papers that captured
the imagination of the specialty by demonstrating different biomechanical designs
that utilized differential moments to accomplish a variety of orthodontic
procedures. Their series lead to greater clinical experimentation with these basic
biomechanical principles.23 Finally, Mulligan popularized differential moments as
an anchorage technique when he dumbed down the concepts in his series
Common Sense Mechanics, using colorful diagrams and simplified explanations
to elucidate these complex concepts in a way that could be more easily applied
in practice.24 Differential moments have been commonly utilized in the Tweed,
Burstone, Begg, and Bioprogressive Techniques, amongst many others.4, 21, 22, 25,
26, 27
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Differential moments have been shown to be an effective technique in
management of cases that need maximum anchorage. In 1972, Baker et al
compared the magnitude of anchorage achieved using extra oral skeletal
anchorage (headgear) and differential moments. They found that although a
greater magnitude of maximum anchorage occurred in the extra oral skeletal
anchorage group, they did accomplish a clinically significant magnitude of
maximum anchorage in the differential moments group.6 They also suggested
that although extra oral skeletal anchorage did provide the opportunity for a
greater magnitude of anchorage, it was much more reliant on patient compliance,
and had a much smaller opportunity for anchorage in non-compliant patients
when compared to non compliant differential moments patients.26
In 1977 Romeo and Burstone compared their “tip-back mechanics” to the
more traditional anchorage achieved by use of headgear. They accomplished the
anchorage in these cases by “tipping teeth backward by means of a lever arm
attached to an anchor unit”, in which the anterior segment was used as the
anchor unit while the molars were tipped back. Their “tip back mechanics” proved
to be more efficient than headgear mechanics since it used a long range
activation to apply a more constant moment to the molar, allowing the moment to
have a greater magnitude since the applied force was placed further from the
center of resistance. This technique was also preferable since it did not require
the patient compliance needed for headgear and because of the dominant
moment, did not have the side effect of flaring the anterior teeth.28
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Burstone, in 1982, continued to compare his segmented arch mechanics
to other mechanics used during space closure. He described six universal goals
that should be applied to any space closure technique: ability for differential
space closure, minimum patient cooperation, axial inclination control, control of
rotations and arch width, optimum biological response, and operator
convenience. Burstone’s segmented approach demonstrated all six goals and
provided the greatest ability to manage and modify the moment to force ratio as
the tooth moved. He was able to increase the moment to force ratio on the
posterior teeth, as well as incorporating a secondary rigid arch, to enhance
anchorage and accomplish maximum anchorage when necessary.23
Hart et al, who in 1992 questioned the efficacy of the differential mass
modality, demonstrated the ability to alter anchorage magnitudes using the
differential moments technique. They determined the magnitude of anchorage
needed based on the malocclusion and degree of crowding and adjusted the
magnitude of the greater moment and retraction force to accomplish their desired
magnitude. In their study, they defined maximum anchorage need as any arch
with greater than 6mm of crowding. Interestingly, they found significantly greater
control of anchorage was accomplished in the cases with the greatest anchorage
needs.19
Cook, in 1994, conducted a retrospective cephalometric study comparing
three groups of thirty growing patients that were either treated with a combination
of cervical headgear and lower utility arches (differential moments), treated with a
cervical headgear only, or not treated to serve as a control group. She designed
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her study to compare the anchorage in both the sagittal and vertical dimensions
by superimposing the pre-treatment and post-treatment cephalometric tracings to
determine which modality accomplished the greatest anchorage control. This
study showed no significant difference in the extrusion of the lower molar in all
three groups, allowing Cook to conclude that differential moment mechanics can
be designed to provide sufficient vertical anchorage control. This study also
found that the upper molars extruded an average of 1.3mm over eighteen
months with normal growth in the control group, and there was not a significant
difference in the extrusion of either treatment group compared to the control.29
Rajcich and Sadowsky also questioned the need for skeletal or reinforced
anchorage appliances. They found that with the use of differential moments the
maxillary canines could be retracted into the extraction space with clinically
insignificant mesialization of the posterior teeth as long as the forces and
moments were controlled. Although they determined that horizontal movement
could be limited using differential moments, they did see more extrusion of the
maxillary molars while using differential moments than headgear.30
In 1998, Ellen et al compared the differential moment anchorage in the
Bioprogressive technique to standard edgewise differential mass anchorage
mechanics to evaluate the effectiveness of cortical anchorage. They evaluated
the dental changes by using the structural superimposition technique to show
dental movement, eliminating the influence of growth on dental changes. They
found that the lower molars extruded and mesialized equally between the two
techniques, concluding both are capable of comparable anchorage. Although
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both accomplished comparable anchorage, the differential moments technique
was capable of doing so with only bonding the incisors and molars, whereas the
standard edgewise technique required bonding of the complete dentition and use
of heavy arch wires, which requires greater treatment time.31
After an extensive review of the available literature, Meister and Masella
concluded that the mesial movement of the posterior teeth into the extraction
space could be confined to 0.5 to 0.7mm utilizing differential moments. They
determined that it was a 7% to 12% loss of the extraction space, which is
significant clinically. They compared these findings to their “belt, buckles, and
suspender” Modified Bioprogressive clinical approach to anchorage as a way to
enable controlled profile change with greater long-term stability by preserving the
extraction space and maintaining the original arch form.8
1.3. Determination of anchorage need
Patients that have a combination of crowding, incisor proclination and
protrusion, and lip protrusion typically require extractions to resolve their
orthodontic problems. The magnitude of anchorage needed can be determined
by calculating the difference between the space available following the
extractions and the space needed to resolve these problems.
1.3.1. Crowding
The first goal in extraction treatment should be to use the extraction
spaces to eliminate dental crowding. According to the American Board of
Orthodontics (ABO) guidelines, arch length is calculated by measuring from the
mesial contact point of one first molar to the mesial contact of the other first
26

molar following the shape of the arch. The widths of all of the teeth mesial to the
first molars are added together to determine the overall tooth length. The total
crowding is determined by subtracting the overall tooth length from the arch
length.32 The ABO also provides guidelines for the estimation of total crowding
(Figure 1). They suggest estimating the widths of teeth that are crowded and
subtracting from that the width of the space available for it to occupy in the line of
the arch. They recommend counting overlapping contacts as 1mm of crowding.
According to the ABO, estimation of the crowding present in the arch is an
acceptable, albeit less accurate, method of determining crowding.32

1.3.2. Lower Incisors
The correction of the proclination and protrusion of the incisors will also
require the utilization of the extraction spaces. Charles Tweed described “head
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film correction”, which he used in his diagnosis and treatment planning process.
He analyzed the lateral cephalometric radiograph and determined that 0.8mm of
space would be needed to correct every degree of proclination.2 In 1952, Downs
developed the A-Pogonion plane, which he determined to be the most anterior
limit of the basal bone of the maxilla and mandible.33 In his study he determined
a large range, from 2mm behind the plane to 3mm ahead of the plane, was the
appropriate norm.33
Ricketts, in 1960, agreed that the A-Pogonion plane was a good guide for
the sagittal position of the lower incisors, but only if the maxilla and mandible
were in a good relationship (Figure 2).34 He reasoned that the A-pogonion plane
is the best measure for the lower incisor because it was the only measure that
related the teeth to the composite base.21 From a sample of 1000 patients, he
found that the most stable position of the lower incisors is 0.5mm ahead of the APogonion plane ±2.5mm. Ricketts then found that the retraction of the lower
incisors to meet this goal would require 1mm of space per 1mm of protrusion.35
In 1963, Weinstein began research into the stability of orthodontics and
developed his equilibrium theory. He stated, “the teeth are in a state of
equilibrium as direct result of muscular balance and lower incisor should be
finished near original position”.36 Posen, in 1976, looked further into the
relationship of the lower incisors and the perioral musculature, concluding that
the strength of the perioral musculature correlated with the position of the
incisors. He also found that changes in the denture position lead to changes in
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the oral environment, and placing the incisors in a more normal position lead to
more normal perioral musculature.37

Hixon, in 1972, studied the stability of the mandibular arch from a
cephalometric perspective. His goal in treatment was to abandon “artificial
retention”, which he claims only 5% of his hundreds of patients received during
his last decade of practice, and treat his patients by placing their teeth in a
position for “natural retention”. Natural retention was accomplished by the
interdigitation of the teeth and positioning the incisors in harmony with the
orbicularis oris-buccinator ring and the tongue. He determined that if crowding
was present in the lower arch, extractions and retraction of the incisors were
necessary to accomplish stable results. This realization came from his finding
that cases in which the lower arch was expanded anteriorly had relapse to their
original position, if not further lingually.38
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In his study on Long-term stability of Class I premolar extraction cases,
Boley also found that satisfactory and stable long-term results could be achieved.
Boley studied 32 of his Class I premolar extraction patients an average of 11.7
years post-retention. In agreement with Ricketts, Weinstein, Posen, and many
others, the greatest correlation in his study was the negative correlation between
sagittal changes in the lower incisors and post-retention changes. He therefore
concluded that the most stable results could be accomplished with minimal
alteration to the mandibular arch form and that lower incisors should be retracted
and uprighted, or at least maintained in their original position.39
1.3.3. Lips
The reduction of the procumbency of the lips to improve the patient’s facial
balance requires the retraction of the anterior teeth, which will also require
utilization of the extraction spaces. Angle was the first to write about facial
harmony in orthodontics, as one of his goals was to find a balance between the
mouth and facial features. He studied a “normal” sample that were not
orthodontically treated, defining “normal” as “balance and harmony of proportions
considered by the majority of us as most pleasing in the human face.”6 Tweed
then analyzed his sample and found a correlation between balanced faces, Class
I molars, and lower incisors positioned over basal bone. Tweed also noticed that
although Angle made these conclusions from his “normal” sample, Angle did not
always apply his findings toward his treatment philosophy.4
Stoner and Lundquist, in 1956, studied the impact of orthodontic treatment
on the soft tissue. They observed the chin pad moving down at the same degree
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as the hard tissue chin during treatment and growth, as well as the downward
movement of the upper lip during treatment. They determined by changing the
position of the lower incisors, the facial esthetics could be improved. Orthodontic
treatment lead to the improvement of facial balance by reducing the prominence
of the lips, reducing the curl of the lower lip, and the downward and forward
movement of the chin.40
Later in 1956, Holdaway evaluated the impact of orthodontic treatment on
the balance of the facial profile. He observed improvements in the profile could
be accomplished by moving pogonion more forward and remodeling B point
posteriorly following the retraction of the lower incisors. Holdaway felt that the
ideal profile could be obtained when the relationship of the lower incisors to a line
from Nasion to B point was equal to the relationship of pogonion to the same
line.41
Burstone, in 1958, elaborated on the importance of balance in the lower
face, expanding beyond esthetics alone. He described the role of the lower face
in digestion, speech, respiration, social acceptance, and psychological well
being. He also elaborated on the differences in soft tissue thicknesses between
patients, and emphasized the importance of considering the contour of each face
individually.42
In 1959, Subtelney conducted a longitudinal study, examining the
relationship of the soft tissues to the underlying structures. He found that during
growth, the skeletal profile becomes less convex while the soft tissue profile
become more convex. He established a correlation between the sagittal position
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and posture of the lips to the teeth and alveolar process. His study concluded
that the soft tissue changes in treatment are mostly due to lip changes in the
vermilion area, which had a close postural relationship to the supporting tissue.
In order to have the greatest impact on the soft tissue, the dentition and alveolar
processes should be remodeled to allow this change in the vermillion area.43
Ricketts, in 1960, examined the normal changes in the lips during growth.
He found that the lip convexity decreased in the transition from primary to
permanent dentition and the lips became progressively more retracted in relation
to the face. From this, he determined that when patients had a disproportionate
facial form, it should be considered an orthodontic problem. His study showed
that while the overall convexity of the lips decreased relative to the face due to
incisor retraction, the upper lip actually thickened 1mm for every 3mm the upper
incisors were retraced. The lower lip, in response to upper incisor retraction, did
not thicken, but curled backward into a more esthetic position. These changes in
the lip also gave the appearance chin thickening, caused by a decrease in
muscle strain.21, 35
In an effort to quantify the relationship of the lips within the profile, Ricketts
developed the Facial Esthetic Line, or E-Line, which in a line from the tip of the
nose to the soft tissue pogonion (Figure 3). He found the best facial balance
occurred when the upper and lower lips were 4mm and 2mm behind the E line,
respectively. Aware of the racial differences in lip thickness and nose
morphology, Ricketts also stated that best measure for lip position is “easy
closure of the mouth with no strain, pursing, or excessive mentalist activity”.
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Although the norms cannot be applied to patients of all races, he maintained that
the lips of all races should still be compared to the E line.35 Due to its ease of
measurement and visualization; the E-line is used to evaluate the linear
relationship of the lips to the face.

Merrifield, in 1966, also sought to quantify the relationship of the lips within
the profile. He studied cephalometric radiographs from Tweeds original “nonorthodontic normal faces”, as well as 40 cases treated by Tweed and 40 cases
he treated, all of which he felt had excellent profile results. While analyzing these
cases, Merrifield developed the “profile line”, which was a line tangent from soft
tissue pogonion to the most procumbent lip. He then related this profile line to the
Frankfort Horizontal Plane, developing the Z-angle (Figure 4). From this study,
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Merrifield concluded that the most balanced profile results in non-growing
patients had a Z-angle of 80 degrees (±5 degrees).44 Merrifield, Klontz and
Vaden studied a sample of 55 “successfully treated” cases from the Tweed
Foundation, all of which had favorable Z-angles. They found that the lips could
be retracted 0.8mm for every degree of incisor retraction.5

1.3.4. Maximum anchorage need
Once the crowding, incisor position and lip position are considered, the
orthodontist can then determine the exact amount of the extraction space
required to resolve these problems. To align the teeth and thus eliminate the
crowding, one millimeter of the extraction space is needed for each millimeter of
crowding calculated. To correct the angulation of the incisors, as per Tweed,
0.8mm of space is needed to reduce every degree of proclination.2 For the
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protrusion of the lower incisors, the goal as developed by Ricketts should be to
place the tip of the lower incisors 0.5mm ahead of the A-Pogonion plane
(±2.5mm), which occurs at a 1:1 retraction to space needed ratio.35 Finally,
retraction of the lips, accomplished by uprighting the incisors, occurs at a rate of
0.8mm of retraction for every degree of incisor uprighting, thus 0.8mm of space is
required for 0.8mm of lip retraction.5
The total value of space needed to eliminate the crowding and improve
the incisor and lip position should be calculated for each case to determine the
total amount of space needed for treatment. When the total amount of space
gained by extracting teeth is needed to correct the dentition, the case should be
treated with the goal of maximum anchorage. For the sake of this study,
maximum anchorage need was assigned when the total amount of space needed
for treatment was within 2mm of the space gained by the extraction of the first
premolars. (See Figure 5)

1.4. Research Process
This study was conducted as a retrospective comparative analysis of the
vertical and sagittal anchorage accomplished in Class I four first premolar
extraction cases with maximum anchorage needs treated with either a differential
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mass or differential moment anchorage modality within the Nova Southeastern
University Department of Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopedics.
1.4.1. Differential mass anchorage technique
Within the Nova Southeastern University Department of Orthodontics and
Dentofacial Orthopedics, numerous clinical faculty teach differential mass
anchorage techniques. Although these techniques do not follow a uniform
treatment sequence, they employ the basic principles of differential mass
anchorage. These treatment techniques either begin with the banding and
bonding of the complete dentition, except for the first premolars that are planned
for extraction, or by extracting the first premolars and then bonding the remaining
dentition. Once the teeth are bonded and the first premolars are extracted, light
NiTi wires are placed to begin the alignment of the dentition. At the same time,
the posterior group is ligated to create the tooth mass anchorage group and a
“passive tie-back”, composed of a ligature wire tied passively from the posterior
tooth mass anchorage group to the canine to guide the canine into the extraction
space by way of drift mechanics. Upon subsequent appointments, the arch wire
is progressed through NiTi and stainless steel wires of increasing dimensions
until a rigid stainless steel wire is engaged. Canine retraction is completed using
powerchains or coils, pitted against the ligated posterior mass group. Once the
canine is fully retracted, it too is included in the posterior mass group, and
powerchains are used to retract the anterior teeth and complete the space
closure. During canine retraction and incisor retraction the occlusion is often
maintained by way of interarch elastics.
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This differential mass technique utilizes simple mechanics and straight
wire throughout treatment. Prescription brackets are used to manage the second
and third orders rather than being placed in the wires. These prescribed second
and third order components of the brackets rely on ideal bracket placement to
accomplish their intended goals. Since precise bracket placement is necessary,
these techniques often use indirect bonding techniques to allow for more ideal
placement of the brackets, as well as bracket repositioning to correct first and
second order discrepancies.
1.4.2. Differential moments anchorage technique
Within the Nova Southeastern University Department of Orthodontics and
Dentofacial Orthopedics, the differential moments anchorage technique taught is
the Modified Bioprogressive technique, according to the techniques described by
Dr. Malcolm Meister.45 In Class I treatment this technique uses “short-term class
II mechanics with 4 mandibular moments in distal harmony for dissipation of
undesirable maxillary and mandibular reciprocal moments, while simultaneously
taking advantage of equilibrium forces and desirable moments in both arches.”8
This technique begins with the bonding of only the incisors and banding of the
first molars with double tube bands. The initial alignment of the incisors is
accomplished with either sectional (2-2) NiTi or sectional (2-2) stainless steel
wires, depending on the severity of the initial crowding. Once the alignment is
sufficient, 16x16 stainless steel utility arches with second order “V bends” just
mesial to the first molars are delivered and the differential moments are
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introduced. At this point, the patient is instructed to wear Class II elastics from
the anterior bend of the upper utility arch to the lower molar.
The lower utility arch is constructed with four separate moments to provide
maximum anchorage and dissipate the unwanted reciprocal forces. A first order
bend is placed on the lower molars to create a horizontal moment of the couple,
intended to dissipate the mesial component of force from the Class II mechanics.
A second order “distal tip back bend” is also places on the lower molar, also
creating a moment of the couple, which is also used to dissipate the mesial
component of force from the Class II mechanics. Finally, buccal root (lingual
crown) torque is introduced through a third order bend on the molars, creating a
third moment of the couple, which is used to dissipate the mesial, buccal, and
vertical forces of the Class II mechanics. These three moments of the couple,
combined with the binding of the wire within the molar tube, combine to create
the differential moments utilized to dissipate the unwanted mesial forces on the
lower first molars throughout treatment.
The upper utility arch is constructed with two separate moments as well as
a directional force to provide maximum anchorage and dissipate the unwanted
reciprocal forces. A first order bend is placed on the upper molar to create a
horizontal moment of the couple, initially intended to derotate the upper molars if
needed, but later utilized to dissipate the mesial rotational forces applied during
canine retraction. A second order “V bend” is also placed on the upper molar,
creating another moment of the couple designed to “tip back” the upper molar,
similar to Tweed’s anchorage preparation. Finally, the moment of the force,
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which occurs due to the directional force of the Class II mechanics, places a
distal moment on the molars, increasing the efficiency of the anchorage
preparation.
Once the utility arches are delivered, the patient is sent for the extraction
of the first premolars, prior to bonding any of the remaining dentition. The Class II
mechanics are continued until as the canines and second premolars teeth are
allowed to drift into the arch. Once the remaining teeth are in the arch, they are
bonded and the double arch component of the Modified Bioprogressive
technique begins. A continuous 0.016 stainless steel arch wire is fabricated to
replicate the initial arch form and is ligated into the newly bonded brackets and
over the utility arch in the incisors. A retraction force is placed between the
molars and canines to slide the canine distally along the round wire, while Class
II mechanics are continued to dissipate the mesial forces on the molars. This is
continued until the canine is fully retracted into the extraction space.
Finally, anterior retraction is completed using key-hole retraction arches,
fabricated using 0.016 round stainless steel wires. The upper key-hole retraction
arch has a step up component added, which introduces an intrusive force to
produce a moment opposite to the moment created by the retraction force. This
allows for retraction of the upper incisors with improved control of the apex,
providing for a more bodily retraction movement. The retraction arches are
activated to place a light force on the incisors until the spaces distal to the
incisors are closed.45
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1.4.3. Cephalometric Superimpositions
Cephalometric tracing superimpositions are accepted as the “gold
standard” for determining the effects of treatment on the dentition and for
evaluating treatment outcomes and patients growth during treatment.
Superimpositions are performed by aligning the pre-treatment and post-treatment
tracings on different landmarks and planes, allowing the orthodontist to compare
the movement of teeth, skeletal structures, and soft tissues with respect to
different landmarks. To fully appreciate the dental changes that occur during
orthodontic treatment, the cephalometric tracings must be superimposed on
landmarks that do not change during treatment, which removes the component of
growth from the changes visualized by the superimpositions.
Broadbent, the pioneer of cephalometric radiography, began observing the
changes of the craniofacial components during normal growth in the 1930’s. In
1937, he began superimposing the maxilla along the palatal plane, registered at
the anterior nasal spine (ANS). He observed the posterior movement of A point
during normal growth in his sample, realizing that there was natural remodeling
of the anterior maxilla.46 Downs, in an effort to understand the impacts of
orthodontic treatment, proposed the idea of superimposing on the nasal floor
while registering at ANS, which he thought would eliminate the anterior maxilla
changes and allow him to observe only dental changes.47 In 1960, the Research
Workshop on Cephalometrics was organized with the objective of combining
research findings and clinical experiences to discover a way of superimposing
the maxilla, without the problems of anterior maxillary changes. This group
recommended superimposing along the superior and inferior borders of the
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posterior hard palate along the palatal plane, and did not recommend registering
on ANS.48
Bjork, in 1972, introduced his implant study and revolutionized the
understanding of growth and development of the maxilla, as well as the rest of
the skeletal structures of the head. By superimposing his cephalometric tracings
on small implants that he placed in his patient’s bones, he observed the
extensive remodeling of the craniofacial bones during normal growth. With
respect to the maxilla, he observed the resorptive descent of the nasal floor,
which was greater in the anterior than in the posterior. He found that the
zygomatic process underwent the least remodeling during growth, only changing
significantly at the orbital floor and the inferior portion of key ridge.49 After further
evaluation of his implant study, Bjork recommended superimposing on the
anterior surface of the zygomatic process of the maxilla, oriented vertically with
respect to the appositional remodeling of the orbital floor and resorptive
remodeling of the nasal floor.50
Doppel also conducted an implant study similar to Bjork’s. He found that
difference between the apposition at the orbital floor and resorption at the nasal
floor occurred at a ratio of 1.5:1, indicating greater apposition than resorption.
From this finding, he suggested a modification to Bjork’s technique, in which the
maxilla is oriented sagittal on the anterior and posterior contours of the zygomatic
arches and then vertically with respect to his 1.5:1 apposition to resorption
ratio.51 This technique is currently accepted as the most ideal method of
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superimposing the maxilla to observe the changes of the maxillary teeth during
orthodontic treatment.
Broadbent’s 1937 study also looked at techniques for superimposing the
mandible, proposing that the mandible should be superimposed along its most
inferior border.46 This method was quickly abandoned however, as the curvatures
of the mandible and changes in the lower border of the mandible made it too
difficult to use as a reliable reference point. Downs, in 1948, then proposed
superimposing along the mandibular plane, a line from the menton to gonion,
which would serve as a representative of the lower border of the mandible.47
Superimposition of the mandible was also a topic of discussion at the 1960
Research Workshop on Cephalometrics. They recognized that the lower border
of the mandible changes due to remodeling and the posterior inferior movement
of gonion during mandible growth. Another significant observation was the
stability of the mandibular symphysis. They accepted the mandibular plane, from
menton to gonion, as the ideal plane for superimposing the mandible with respect
to the stability of the symphysis.48
Bjork’s implant study, as previously mentioned, revolutionized the
understanding of growth and development of the mandible. From his study, Bjork
observed that the majority of mandibular growth actually occurred at the
condyles. He also observed the thickening of the symphysis, which he was able
to attribute to the apposition of bone at the posterior and inferior surfaces, but
noted that the internal border and trabecular anatomy of the symphysis remained
stable. He also observed the resorption below the angle of the mandible and
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apposition at the anterior of the lower border of the mandible, proving that
superimposition directly on the mandibular plane was not reliable. In relation to
changes at the lower border of the mandible, Bjork observed less remodeling
along the mandibular canal and at the lower border of developing third molars
prior to root formation. From these findings, Bjork recommended superimposing
on the internal anatomy of the symphysis, mandibular canal, and inferior border
of the third molar germ, with respect to the mandibular plane.52, 53, 54
Ricketts also attempted to develop a technique for superimposing on the
growing mandible. He developed a four-position technique to study different
aspects of growth and treatment effects on the mandible. His position four, which
was based on the corpus axis, a vertical reference line tangent to the posterior
border of the pterygomaxillary fossa, and the constructed Xi point, intended to
represent the anatomical center of the mandible. The Xi point was difficult to
construct, and thus lead to problems with this technique.55 Studies later
compared this technique to Bjork’s structural superimposition technique, and
found Ricketts’ technique to be significantly less reliable than Bjork’s.56
Currently, the most highly accepted mandibular superimposition
technique is based on Bjork’s structural superimposition technique, and
described by Jacobson and Sadowski. To visualize mandibular growth and
treatment effects, they recommend superimposing on the inferior and posterior
interior cortical contour of the internal symphysis, the trabecular anatomy within
the symphysis, and the inferior alveolar canal. They recognized the difficulty in
identifying the inferior alveolar canal reliably, and recommended aligning the
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superimposition along the mandibular plane if the inferior alveolar canal could not
be superimposed.57
1.5. Importance of Study
Severe combinations of crowding, incisor proclination and protrusion, and
lip procumbency are very common reasons for patients to seek orthodontic
treatment. For these patients, it is of utmost importance of the orthodontist to
have a complete understanding of anchorage and the ability to properly design
mechanics to maintain the anchorage, thus giving the patient the greatest
likelihood of receiving the treatment results they desired. As in all research, many
orthodontic conclusions have been based on the conclusions of previous
research, although the previous research may not be as accurate as it may be
presented. The concept of differential mass anchorage, which utilizes the ideas
of differential forces, as discussed before has come under great scrutiny. Due to
this scrutiny, the assertion that the differential mass anchorage modality is
capable of providing a maximum magnitude of anchorage should also come to
question.
Numerous studies have shown that a maximum magnitude of anchorage
can be accomplished without the need for anchorage auxiliaries, suggesting that
the tooth-borne modalities, if designed properly, are sufficient and comparable to
other, more involved, anchorage modalities.4-12, 14, 18-23, 25-31 These tooth-borne
modalities require the least amount of patient compliance and are typically less
expensive and more efficient for the orthodontist. Although these previous
assertions have been made, the two tooth-borne anchorage modalities have
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never been directly compared to determine if one technique provides a more
reliable magnitude of anchorage when maximum anchorage is needed.
Furthermore, these two techniques are taught and employed within the
Nova Southeastern University Department of Orthodontics and Dentofacial
Orthopedics clinic. Since both modalities are taught and both are claimed to be
able to achieve maximum anchorage, it is essentially left to the residents to
determine which technique suits them best, and thus will be used in their
practice. This study was designed to compare the actual magnitude of anchorage
achieved by these techniques in the Nova Southeastern University Department
of Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopedics clinic, and may provide the faculty
and residents with a more accurate representation of the anchorage achieved
utilizing these techniques.
If it was found that no significant difference in the magnitude of these
anchorage modalities exists, residents would be able to choose the technique
that suits them best in practice, knowing that it will provide sufficient anchorage.
Also, if no difference in the magnitude of these anchorage modalities exists,
those professors that practice these techniques will be able to confirm their
assertions. On the other hand, if any professors feel as though the magnitude of
anchorage achieved by the residents is not comparable to what they achieve in
practice, alterations to the way their technique is taught may be made to provide
the residents with greater learning opportunities. The results of this study may
ultimately improve the education of the residents and improve the understanding
and quality of the treatment that is actually accomplished within the clinic.
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1.6. Purpose, Specific Aims, and Hypothesis
1.6.1 Purpose
The purpose of this study was to compare the vertical and sagittal
anchorage magnitudes achieved in the treatment of Class I first premolar
extraction cases that have maximum anchorage requirements and were treated
using either the differential mass or differential moments anchorage modalities
within the Nova Southeastern University Department of Orthodontics and
Dentofacial Orthopedics clinic. The results will allow the magnitudes of
anchorage achieved in these cases to be clearly defined and provide the faculty
and residents with previously unknown information regarding the tooth-borne
anchorage modalities, allowing improved treatment of similar patients in the
future.
1.6.2. Specific Aims
1. To compare the magnitude of anchorage control of the maxillary molars in
the vertical dimension achieved in the differential moments and differential
mass groups.
2. To compare the magnitude of anchorage control of the maxillary molars in
the sagittal dimensions achieved in the differential moments and
differential mass groups.
3. To compare the magnitude of anchorage control of the mandibular molars
in the vertical dimension achieved in the differential moments and
differential mass groups.
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4. To compare the magnitude of anchorage control of the mandibular molars
in the sagittal dimension achieved in the differential moments and
differential mass groups.
1.6.3. Hypothesis
H0:
1. Both tooth borne anchorage modalities will provide the same magnitude of
anchorage control in the maxillary molars in the vertical dimensions.
2. Both tooth borne anchorage modalities will provide the same magnitude of
anchorage control in the maxillary molars in the sagittal dimensions.
3. Both tooth borne anchorage modalities will provide the same magnitude of
anchorage control in the mandibular molars in the vertical dimensions.
4. Both tooth borne anchorage modalities will provide the same magnitude of
anchorage control in the mandibular molars in the sagittal dimensions.
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Chapter 2: Materials and Methods
2.1. Study
This study was conducted as a retrospective therapy study. Within this
study there were two main groups: differential mass and differential moments
(see Figure 6). These groups were compared, focusing on the sagittal movement
and vertical movement of the maxillary molars and mandibular molars
individually.

2.1.1. Ethical Issues
Since this study used sensitive patient data, it had potential for ethical
issues. The retrospective nature of the study revealed no potential ethical issues.
The Nova Southeastern University Internal Review Board approved the methods
and data storage methods and no ethical issues were found.
2.1.2. Grant
This study was funded through a grant from the Health Professions
Division at Nova Southeastern University.
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2.2. Sample Selection
The two main groups, differential mass and differential moments, were
divided based on the dental arch being studied, either maxillary or mandibular.
Within each arch, the dependent variables studied were the sagittal movement of
the molars and the vertical movement of the molars.
To maximize the strength of the study, all 6478 patients with available
digital records within the Nova Southeastern University Dolphin Patient Database
were considered for this study. All patients that met the inclusion criteria were
selected and divided into the two groups, differential mass and differential
moments, based on the tooth borne anchorage modality utilized during their
treatment. Of the available records, 24 patients met the criteria for the differential
mass group, while 10 patients met the criteria for the differential moments group.
2.2.1. Inclusion Criteria
To be included in this study, patients had to have a Class I molar
occlusion with a severe combination of crowding, proclination and protrusion of
the incisors, and procumbency of the lips, which required maximum anchorage
during treatment. This severe combination was defined as a combination of
crowding, proclination and protrusion of the incisors, and procumbency of the lips
that is within 2mm of the space available by extracting the first premolars. All
patients had to be treated with the extraction of the maxillary and mandibular first
premolars, using either differential mass or differential moments as the modality
of anchorage. All patients had to have adequate pre-treatment and posttreatment cephalometric radiographs of diagnostic quality as well as intraoral
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photographs and treatment notes. To be included in the study patient had to
have adequate pre-treatment hygiene and be in good periodontal health.
2.2.2. Exclusion Criteria
Patients with history of poor compliance were be excluded. Patients with
periodontal bone loss equal to or greater than 25% of the root length and patients
with estimated root resorption of greater than 3mm were also be excluded.
Patients were excluded if any appliances that would affect anchorage, such as
Nance, holding arches, or lip bumpers were utilized during the comprehensive
treatment. Patients were also excluded if treatment notes were insufficient to
determine the exact modalities utilized throughout treatment. Finally, patients that
had orthodontic appliances debonded early due to poor compliance or poor
hygiene were not included.
2.3. Experiment
2.3.1. Patient Selection Process
All patients (n=6478) in the Nova Southeastern University Dolphin Patient
Database were organized in alphabetical order. The initial photographs and
cephalometric radiographs in each chart were individually analyzed to determine
if the amount of crowding, proclination and protrusion of the incisors, and
procumbency of the lips met the inclusion criteria as previously described. If the
initial records met the inclusion criteria, the treatment notes in the Nova
Southeastern University Axium Database were reviewed to select the patients
treated with maxillary and mandibular first premolar extractions that were treated
using the differential mass or differential moments anchorage modalities. The
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records of patients meeting these requirements were further reviewed and any
patients meeting any of the exclusion criteria were eliminated. Finally, the final
photographes and cephalometric radiographs were analyzed to ensure the
patient was treated to completion and the radiograph was of diagnostic quality.
The patient selection process lead to the selection of 24 patients in the
differential mass group and 10 patients in the differential moments group.

2.3.2. Sample Randomization
All 34 patients that met the inclusion criteria were organized in
alphabetical order, irrespective of their groups. A random number generator was
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utilized to create a random series of numbers from 1 to 34. Each patient was
then assigned a random patient number, and the patients were identified only by
their random patient number after this point. The patient list was then
reorganized in numerical order from 1 to 34. The experimental procedure was
then conducted in numerical order so patients could no longer be identified by
the anchorage modality employed.
2.3.3. Cephalometric Landmarks and Tracing
Each cephalometric radiograph, both pre-treatment and post-treatment,
was digitized within the Dolphin Imaging Software. 71 cephalometric points were
identified to complete the Nova Analysis and Nova New Analysis. For the
purpose of this study, two new cephalometric points were introduced to mark
distinguishable trabecular anatomy of the internal symphysis improve the
mandibular superimposition: Mandibular symphysis posterior and Center of
symphysis. Mandibular symphysis posterior was defined as the more inferior
distinguishable marrow space within the symphysis. The center of symphysis
point was defined as the more superior distinguishable marrow space within the
symphysis. The Dolphin Imaging Software then digitized the skeletal, dental, and
soft tissue structures based on their tracing algorithms and then adjusted for best
fit and to bisect bilateral structures.
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Once the pre-treatment and post-treatment cephalometric radiographs
were traced, dental structures were then transferred from the pre-treatment
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radiograph to the post-treatment radiograph to standardize the size of the teeth.
Transferring of structures was completed by overlaying the pre-treatment tracing
over the post-treatment radiograph to the best fit of each tooth respectively.
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2.3.4. Cephalometric Superimposition
Once the pre-treatment and post-treatment cephalometric radiographs
were traced and the dental structures were transferred, the two cephalometric
tracings were superimposed using the Dolphin Imaging Superimposition Module.
First, the maxillary structures were superimposed oriented along ANSPNS registered at ANS. The “allow free-form” option was selected to then adjust
the superimposition to the best fit. The sagittal orientation was aligned along the
anterior surface of the zygomatic process with respect to the maxillo-zygomaticotemporal sulci, while maintaining the palatal plane from ANS to PNS. The vertical
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orientation was then aligned with respect to the superior anterior remodeling of
the orbital rim and the inferior remodeling of the nasal floor, at a ratio of 3/5
apposition at the floor of the orbit and 2/5 resorption at the nasal floor.58, 59, 60
(Figure 12). Once the maxillary structural superimposition was complete the data
was collected, as described in Section 2.3.5.

Next, the mandibular structures were superimposed, initially oriented on
the mandibular plane from Gonion to Menton, registered at Menton. The “allow
free form” option was again selected to superimpose on the primary structures,
the inner contour of the cortical plate at the lower border of the mandibular
symphysis and the internal trabecular anatomy of the symphysis, represented by
the mandibular symphysis posterior point and center of symphysis point.61, 62, 63
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Due to poor consistency and differences in changes of the anatomy and of the of
the developing third molar bud and inferior alveolar nerve canal, the
superimposition was oriented along the secondary structure: the mandibular
plane (Figure 13). Once the mandibular structural superimposition was complete
the data was collected, as described in Section 2.3.5.

2.3.5. Evaluation of Changes
To evaluate the dental changes in the superimposition, the “Tracing
Differences Analysis Dialog” feature of the Dolphin Imaging Software was
utilized. This tool allows a Cartesian coordinate system to be created with a
selected point at the origin and a selected cephalometric plane at either the X- or
Y-axis, while the other axis is created perpendicular to the first axis. The
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Cartesian coordinate system is created in a 1:1 ratio with the distance set from
Ruler Point 1 and Ruler Point 2 to ensure the changes are represented in an
accurate millimeter measurement.
For the evaluation of the of the maxillary dental changes the pre-treatment
and post-treatment cephalometric tracings were superimposed as described in
section 2.3.4. While oriented from ANS to PNS with best fit adjustments, the
“Tracing Differences Analysis Dialog” feature was selected. The Cartesian
coordinate system was created with the origin being ANS and the X-axis being
the palatal plane from ANS to PNS. The Y-axis was automatically generated as a
line perpendicular to the palatal plane. The sagittal changes (Dx) were recorded
for the points Distal U6 and Mesial U6. To quantify the overall sagittal movement,
an average of the Distal U6 and Mesial U6 changes was calculated. The vertical
changes (Dy) were recorded for the point U6 Occlusal.
For the evaluation of the mandibular dental changes the pre-treatment and
post-treatment cephalometric tracings were superimposed as described in
section 2.3.4. While oriented along the mandibular plane from Gonion to Menton
with best fit adjustments, the “Tracing Differences Analysis Dialog” feature was
selected. The Cartesian coordinate system was created with the origin being
Menton and the X-axis being the mandibular plane from Gonion to Menton. The
Y-axis was automatically generated as a line perpendicular to the mandibular
plane. The sagittal changes (Dx) were recorded for the points Distal L6 and
Mesial L6. To quantify the overall sagittal movement, an average of the Distal L6
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and Mesial L6 changes was calculated. The vertical changes (Dy) were recorded
for the point L6 Occlusal.
2.4. Data Storage
All identifiable patient records were stored on the Nova Southeastern
University Axium server to protect confidential patient information. The patient
photos, cephalometric radiographs, and superimpositions were stored within the
Nova Southeastern University Dolphin Imaging server to protect confidential
patient information. The patient list prior to de-identification was stored on one
computer in the Nova Southeastern University College of Dental Medicine
Orthodontic Department, which is part of the Nova Southeastern University
College of Dental Medicine network. The de-identified data, only labeled by the
randomly assigned patient numbers, were also stored on one computer in the
Nova Southeastern University College of Dental Medicine Orthodontic
Department. All servers are serviced by the Nova Southeastern University
College of Dental Medicine IT departments and are in compliance with all
regulations. The Nova Southeastern University Internal Review Board approved
all data storage.
2.5. Statistical Analysis
The data will be analyzed using the STATA statistics and data analysis
software and R 3.2.2 statistical software package. Appropriate descriptive
statistics were calculated for each study variable. This included measures of
dispersion and central tendency for continuous variables and frequencies and
percentages for categorical questions. A random effect linear model was then
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used to assess the subject-specific results of treatment. A mixed effect ANOVA
model was used to determine if there are any significant differences between the
mean measurements of molar movement between the two anchorage groups. A
post hoc Tukey test was used to identify the statistical significance of the
differences between the anchorage groups. The individual differences were
modeled by assuming different random intercepts for each subject. That is, each
subject is assigned a different intercept value, and the mixed model estimates
these intercepts. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals are presented and
statistical significance is found at p < 0.05.
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Chapter 3: Results
3.1. Maxillary molars, vertical dimension
The extrusion of the molars in both the differential mass and differential
moments groups were measured as their vertical change on the Cartesian
coordinate system created over the maxillary superimposition. Thus, a negative
number indicated extrusion of the molars. The average extrusion of the upper
molar in the differential mass group was 1.36 mm, with a standard deviation of
1.04. The average extrusion of the upper molar in the differential moments group
was 1.74 mm, with a standard deviation of 1.71. Both groups had patients with
positive change values, indicating intrusion of the upper molar during treatment
(Table 1). The boxplot (Figure 14) is a visual representation of the range and
standard deviations of this group, with the middle line representing the median
value.

Using a mixed, general linear model, the fixed effects of the groups
(differential mass vs differential moments) were related to the interaction effect of
the groups by direction on change in millimeters of extrusion. The group effect
difference, comparing differential mass to differential moments directly, was not
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found to be statistically significant (p=0.891). The effect size (η2), which explains
the variance accounted for by each dependent variable, was η2= 0.001, meaning
that less than 1% of the variability in change is accounted for by the anchorage
modality, either differential mass or differential moments. Furthermore, the
interaction effect, comparing the effect of the groups on the vertical change in
millimeters, was also found to be statistically insignificant (p=0.266). The
interaction effect size (η2= 0.01), also indicates that less than 1% of the variability
in change is accounted for by the interaction effect.

3.2. Maxillary molars, sagittal dimension
The mesialization of the molars in both the differential mass and
differential moments groups were measured as their sagittal change on the
Cartesian coordinate system created over the maxillary superimposition. The
average mesialization of the Mesial U6 and Distal U6 points was calculated to
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determine the average mesialization for each group. The average mesialization
of the upper molar in the differential mass group was 3.06 mm, with a standard
deviation of 1.82. The average mesialization of the upper molar in the differential
moments group was 3.55 mm, with a standard deviation of 1.12. The range of
mesialization in the differential mass group was 6.05, which is almost double the
range of mesialization in the differential moments group, which was 3.05 (Table
2). The boxplot (Figure 15) is a visual representation of the range and standard
deviations of this group, with the middle line representing the median value.

Using a mixed, general linear model, the fixed effects of the groups
(differential mass vs. differential moments) were related to the interaction effect
of the groups by direction on change in millimeters of mesialization. The group
effect difference, comparing differential mass to differential moments directly,
was not found to be statistically significant (p=0.891). The effect size (η2), which
explains the variance accounted for by each dependent variable, was η2= 0.001,
meaning that less than 1% of the variability in change is accounted for by the
anchorage modality, either differential mass or differential moments.
Furthermore, the interaction effect, comparing the effect of the groups on the
sagittal change in millimeters, was also found to be statistically insignificant
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(p=0.266). The interaction effect size (η2= 0.002) also indicates that less than 1%
of the variability in change is accounted for by the interaction effect.

3.3. Mandibular molars, vertical dimension
The extrusion of the lower molars were measured as their vertical change
on the Cartesian coordinate system created over the mandibular
superimposition. Unlike the upper extrusion values, mandibular extrusion is
shown as a positive number. The average extrusion of the lower molar in the
differential mass group was 0.7 mm, with a standard deviation of 1.08. The
average extrusion of the lower molar in the differential moments group was 1.12
mm, with a standard deviation of 0.82. The range of the extrusion in the
differential mass group was 4.80. The range of extrusion in the differential
moments group was 2.40, which is half the range of the differential mass group
(Table 3). The boxplot (Figure 16) is a visual representation of the range and
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standard deviations of this group, with the middle line representing the median
value.

Using a mixed, general linear model, the fixed effects of the groups
(differential mass vs differential moments) were related to the interaction effect of
the groups by direction on change in millimeters of extrusion. The group effect
difference, comparing differential mass to differential moments directly, was not
found to be statistically significant (p=0.373). The effect size (η2) was η2= 0.01,
meaning that less than 1% of the variability in change is accounted for by the
anchorage modality, either differential mass or differential moments.
Furthermore, the interaction effect, comparing the effect of the groups on the
vertical change in millimeters, was also found to be statistically insignificant
(p=0.69). The interaction effect size (η2= 0.01), also indicates that less than 1%
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of the variability in change is accounted for by the interaction effect.

3.4. Mandibular molars, sagittal dimension
The mesialization of the lower molars were measured as their sagittal
change on the Cartesian coordinate system created over the mandibular
superimposition. The average mesialization of the lower molar in the differential
mass group was 2.40 mm, with a standard deviation of 1.34. The average
mesialization of the lower molar in the differential moments group was 2.56 mm,
with a standard deviation of 1.12. The range of the mesialization in the differential
mass group was 6.35. The range of mesialization in the differential moments
group was 4.95, which is less than the range of the differential mass group
(Table 4). The differential mass group had one patient with a negative sagittal
value, indicating the tooth was distalized 0.55mm during treatment. The boxplot
(Figure 17) is a visual representation of the range and standard deviations of this
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group, with the middle line representing the median value.

Using the mixed, general linear model, the group effect difference,
comparing differential mass to differential moments directly, was not found to be
statistically significant (p=0.373). The effect size (η2) was η2= 0.01, meaning that
less than 1% of the variability in change is accounted for by the anchorage
modality, either differential mass or differential moments. Furthermore, the
interaction effect, comparing the effect of the groups on the vertical change in
millimeters, was also found to be statistically insignificant (p=0.69). The
interaction effect size (η2= 0.01), also indicates that less than 1% of the variability
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in change is accounted for by the interaction effect.

3.6. Graph of Mean Changes
The graph of mean changes (Figure 18) provides a visualization of the
mean differences between the anchorage modalities for each arch in each
direction. This graph shows an average of greater molar movement in all
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directions by the differential moments group.

3.7. Directional Effect
The directional effect, comparing the differences in directional changes,
irrespective of the anchorage modality, was also calculated for both the sagittal
and vertical differences in the upper and lower molars. The directional effect in
both the upper and lower molars was determined to be statistically significant.
The directional effect, using the mixed, general linear model to compare
the differences in the sagittal and vertical changes of the upper molars,
irrespective of the anchorage modality was calculated to have F= 171.23. The
p<0.001, with a difference =4.84, and 95% CI: 0.39 to 4.84, indicates a significant
difference in the directional effect. The directional effect size, η2= 0.33, shows
that 33% of the variability in change of the upper molar was accounted for by the
directional effect. This difference can be seen in the notched box plot (Figure 19),
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in which the notches do overlap, indicating the p value shows a significant
difference.

The directional effect was also found to be statistically significant for the
lower molars, irrespective of anchorage modality. The lower value showed
F=30.08. The p<0.001, with a difference =1.56, and 95% CI: 0.92 to 2.19,
indicates a significant difference in the directional effect. The directional effect
size, η2= 0.32, shows that 32% of the variability in change of the upper molar was
accounted for by the directional effect. This difference can be seen in the
notched box plot (Figure 20), in which the notches do overlap, indicating the p
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value shows a significant difference.

3.8. Effect Size
The effect size, η2, was used to explain the variance accounted for by
each of the dependent variables, the direction of movement, anchorage modality,
and the arch being measured. This is a way of comparing the overall effects of
the anchorage modality, and attempts to explain the reasons for differences in
the data. In both the upper and lower arches, the only indicator of significant
variability in change was accounted for by the direction effect.
The lower directional effect size was η2= 0.32, indicating that 32% of the
variability in change of the lower molar was accounted for by the directional
effect. The lower group effect and lower interaction effect, both η2= 0.01, indicate
that less than 1% of the variability in change of the lower molar was accounted
for by each the group and interaction effects. Furthermore, it was calculated that
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less than 1% of the variability was due to the patient or the random effect. This
means that greater than 65% of the variability was due to unknown factors, not
revealed by the data.

The upper directional effect size was η2= 0.33, indicating that 33% of the
variability in change of the upper molar was accounted for by the directional
effect. The upper group effect (η2= 0.001) and upper interaction effect (η2=
0.002), indicate that less than 1% of the variability in change of the upper molar
was accounted for by each the group and interaction effects. Furthermore, it was
calculated that less than 1% of the variability was due to the patient or the
random effect. This means that greater than 64% of the variability was due to
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unknown factors, not revealed by the data.
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Chapter 4: Discussion
4.1. Limitations and Implications
The purpose of this study was to provide a critical comparison of the
anchorage achieved in both the sagittal and vertical dimensions in Class I
patients with maximum anchorage needs treated with four first premolar
extractions and either differential mass or differential moments anchorage
modalities. These patients were all treated by different residents and supervised
by different faculties within the Nova Southeastern University Department of
Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopedics (NSU-DODO) clinic. The patients were
selected from all digital records available from the NSU-DODO clinic, which
began in 2006, thus patients selected were treated within a 10 year range, during
which a total of 70 different residents had the opportunity to have their cases
represented in this study. During this time, over 13 different full time and part
time clinical faculty members, each with unique treatment techniques, were
involved in the diagnosis and treatment of the patients in the clinic. As policy in
the NSU-DODO clinic, following the records process, patients are assigned to be
treated with a specific faculty member by the Clinic Director. The assignment of
patients is not conducted randomly, and thus the groups within this study may
not be an ideal sample for study. All of the patients treated in the differential
moments group were treatment planned and overseen by Dr. Malcolm Meister,
however in his absence different faculty members provided instruction. Due to
this great variability in residents and faculty involved in the treatment of the cases
in this study, the results should be interpreted carefully.
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Another limitation attributed to the variety of faculty involved in these
cases is the different assessments of maximum anchorage needs. This study,
which described a specific calculation to determine maximum anchorage needs,
was conducted in a retrospective manner, and therefore all cases were not
necessarily treated with the goal of maximum anchorage. That being said, it is in
the author’s opinion that these cases would require maximum anchorage to
provide the patient with the most stable, functional, and esthetic results. The
limitations due to the variations in diagnosis of maximum anchorage need is also
contributed to by the different retention plans and goals for stability within each
professor’s treatment philosophy. The previous research used to determine the
treatment goals used to classify maximum anchorage needs in this study is not
necessarily accounted for by all treatment philosophies that may have been
involved in this study. Due to the different retention plans and goals for stability,
varying levels of importance may have been placed on the maintenance of
anchorage in these cases, and thus their comparison as maximum anchorage
techniques may be limited.
Large differences are also present in the actual treatment modalities used
to effectively create these different anchorage modalities. Each technique has
different technique sensitive aspects that may not be fully controlled by residents,
who through the learning process, may not have the level of skills necessary to
successfully obtain the desired results. The differential mass technique, which
utilizes straight wires throughout treatment, relies greatly on the accurate bracket
placement in ideal positions on the tooth to allow the prescription within the
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bracket to express its intended movement on the teeth.64 The differential
moments technique, which utilizes utility arches and custom continuous arch
forms, relies heavily on accurate wire bending to effectively create the desired
moments on the teeth. Furthermore, the differential moments technique relies on
the adjustment of the utility arches to effectively dissipate the undesirable forces
within the system.45 While in theory, calculations could be performed to
determine the exact first, second, and third order bends needed to dissipate
these forces, doing so is not commonly done in the NSU-DODO clinic, and thus it
is up to the resident and faculty to recognize clinical signs and adjust the utility
arches accordingly. The different skill levels of the residents involved in the
treatment of these patients was not quantified, and thus the results of this study
are limited in the ability to reflect these differences.
The patients in this study also provide a limitation to the results. The
patients selected in this study were from a diverse population of ages, sexes,
races, ethnicities, and levels of interest in treatment. Patient’s growth potential,
although accounted for in the superimposition techniques, could still represent
differences in tooth movement that were not accounted for in this study. The
differences in races and ethnicities also create a limitation to this study due to the
natural anatomical differences commonly seen in different populations as well as
differences in overall treatment expectations.35 Finally, various factors, such as
personality type, and individual response to positive and negative motives, have
an impact on patient compliance.65 The Modified Bioprogressive technique, used
to represent differential moments anchorage, relies on patient compliance with
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elastics, which are used to counteract certain moments within the system.45
While patients with clear indications of non-compliance in the treatment notes
were excluded from the study, there was no definitive measure of the patient’s
compliance, which could have contributed to differences in the anchorage
magnitudes achieved.
A final limitation of this study may be attributed to measurement error. In
this study the vertical dimension of the molars was determined by the mesiobuccal cusp and the sagittal dimension of the molars was measured by the
average of the greatest convexity on the mesial and distal of the molars.
Although these points serve as valid representations of the initial and final
positions of the molars, previous studies have questioned the use of these
points. The use of the centroid, a point at the measured center or resistance of
the tooth, has been suggested as an alternative reference point that eliminates
any errors caused by changes in the inclination of the tooth.66 Furthermore, this
study, due to its retrospective nature and ethical considerations, did not include a
control group, which may have been used to compare the orthodontic effects on
dental movements to the natural dental movement possible due to alveolar
growth and natural mesialization due to the direction of occlusal forces. These
factors could have impacted the findings of this study, and should be considered
in the evaluation of the results.
With all of these factors considered, the results this study should be
accepted with caution. This study was conducted with these limitations in mind
and attempts were made to minimize their effects with the inclusion and
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exclusion criteria, however their effect could not be fully accounted for.
Therefore, these results should be limited to reflect the treatment within the NSUDODO clinic and used as a representation of the completed treatments only.
4.2. Evaluation of maxillary vertical anchorage control
The average amount of upper molar extrusion seen in the differential
mass and differential moment groups were 1.36mm and 1.74mm respectively,
which was found to be not statistically significant. Therefore, the null hypothesis,
that both tooth borne anchorage modalities will provide the same magnitude of
anchorage control in the maxillary molars in the vertical dimensions, cannot be
rejected. An interesting finding within this group is that this is the only comparison
in which the differential moments group had a larger standard deviation and a
larger range than the differential mass groups. Although it was determined to be
statistically insignificant, the greater standard deviation and greater range imply
that the differential mass group did accomplish more reliable control of the
vertical dimension of the molar, to a limited degree.
The average amounts of extrusion in each group, especially that of the
differential mass group (1.36mm), is similar to the amount of extrusion, 1.3mm
over 18 months, attributed to normal growth as measured in the control group in
Cook’s study. In her study, Cook found similar amounts of extrusion in the control
group and the treatment groups, which utilized headgear for vertical molar
control, concluding that the headgear did provide adequate vertical control of the
molars. The results of this study are similar to those findings.29 One possible
explanation for the differences in vertical anchorage of the molars could be
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attributed to the different growth potentials of each group, which were not
accounted for in this study. It is possible that the patients in the differential
moments group had significantly greater growth potential, and therefore had
greater magnitudes of extrusion that could be mostly attributed to growth rather
than the anchorage modality used.
Another possible explanation for the magnitude of extrusion seen in both
groups is the inherent extrusive forces in each anchorage modalities mechanics.
The differential mass modality uses retraction forces linked to the anterior teeth
and the anchor group. Although the greater tooth mass is intended to dissipate
the mesial force of the retraction force, the retraction force also creates a
moment of the force on the most distal tooth, leading to extrusion. The differential
mass modalities attempt to dissipate this extrusive force by using stiff arch wires
through the posterior segment to increase the mass resistance to extrusion,
however this relies heavily on the resistance from fibers at the apex of the roots,
which is significantly less than the resistance provided by the mass in the sagittal
direction.64 In the differential moments mechanics there is an inherent extrusive
force from the utility arch, which occurs as a side effect of the dominant molar
being placed on the molar. If an insufficient moment is provided by the moment
from the second order bend in the upper utility arch, this inherent extrusive force
can be coupled with the extrusive force from the retraction force, which is
attached only to the molar and canine.
Previous research suggest that the forces of the occlusion provide a
sufficient force to resist the extrusion of the molars seen in both of these
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anchorage modalities.22, 45 The use of bite-turbos, or fixed bite blocks on the
upper molars, is a common technique for reducing the overbite in early stages of
treatment to prevent debonding of lower brackets. This bite-turbo technique is
commonly taught by many of the faculty that also employ differential mass
anchorage, yet not used by the faculty that teach the Modified Bioprogressive
technique. When these bite-turbos are in place, the entire force of the occlusion
is placed on the lingual cusps of the first molars, which greatly increases the
force of the occlusion to help prevent extrusion. This technique was not applied
uniformly in all of the differential mass patients, and therefore conclusions on
their effect in the control of the vertical anchorage cannot be made by this study.
As shown by the comparison of the effect size (η2) in the maxillary arch,
64% of the variability in the finding is attributed to unknown factors. This large
amount of uncertainty could be partially be explained by the factors mentioned
above, however there is no statistical support from this study to allow these
reasons to be either accepted or refuted. Based on the statistical analysis, the
null hypothesis, that both tooth borne anchorage modalities will provide the same
magnitude of anchorage control in the maxillary molars in the vertical
dimensions, cannot be rejected.
4.3. Evaluation of maxillary sagittal anchorage control
The average amount of upper molar mesialization seen in the differential
mass and differential moment groups were 3.06mm and 3.55mm respectively.
The statistical analysis revealed that this was not a significant difference, and
thus, the null hypothesis that both tooth borne anchorage modalities will provide
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the same magnitude of anchorage control in the maxillary molars in the sagittal
dimensions, cannot be rejected. Although the maxillary molars in the differential
mass group showed less mesialization than those in the differential moments
group on average, the differential mass group had a larger standard deviation in
the distribution. Furthermore, the range of mesialization in the differential mass
group was almost twice the range of the differential moments group, 6.05 and
3.05 respectively. The large range within the differential mass group, and the
differential moments group to a lesser degree, makes it difficult to define the
anchorage magnitude that the modality can provide.
The results of this study, in both the differential mass and differential
moments groups, are not in agreement with previous research. Aronson, using
differential mass mechanics, found only 1.6mm of maxillary molar mesialization
in monkeys, which is much less than the average differential mass mesialization
(3.06mm) found in this study. 12 Similarly, Hart found only 0.60mm of
mesialization using differential moments in his study of Class I patients requiring
maximum anchorage.19 In their analysis of numerous studies, Meister and
Massella found that the mesial loss of extraction space could be limited to 0.5mm
to 0.7mm, or 7% to 12%, using differential moments.8 The average mesialization
is not consistent with these results, and the range within the group is much
greater than the previous findings.
As previously discussed, the statistical analysis showed, through the effect
size (η2) in the maxillary arch, that 64% of the variability in the finding are
attributed to unknown factors. This high degree of unknown variability could be
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potentially attributed to various factors, however there is no evidence provided by
this study to confirm these suspicions. One potential factor would be the failure of
utilization of the prescribed mechanics by residents, who inherently have minimal
experience with these techniques.
Possible mechanical failures in the differential mass technique, with
respect to the maxillary sagittal anchorage, could be improper ligation of the
posterior mass group, excessive retraction force, or failure of maintenance of the
initial arch form. If the posterior mass group is not ligated sufficiently, individual
units within the mass group may be allowed to move independent of the group,
thus not providing the mass desired for anchorage. Also, if excessive force is
used for the retraction of the canine, hyalinization may occur at the canine, which
would diminish the retraction of the canine and lead to greater potential for the
posterior group to mesialize. Finally, if the arch form is expanded, which is
commonly found when using Nickel-Titanium standard arch forms, extra space is
introduced into the arch, which provides more space for the mesialization of the
molars.
Possible mechanical failures in the differential moments technique, with
respect to the maxillary sagittal anchorage, could be insufficient moment to force
ratios, improper patient compliance, or anatomical variations preventing sufficient
mechanics. The dominant moment within the system, provided by the second
order tip back moment from the utility arch, in combination with the distal force
provided by the Class II elastics, has to be carefully calibrated to provide
sufficient resistance to the mesial component of the retraction force. If the
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moment is not sufficient due to improper mechanical design of the utility arch, the
retraction force will not be counteracted, and mesialization of the upper molar will
occur. In these mechanics, the patient’s compliance with elastic wear is also
essential to provide the distal force to resist the mesial component of the
retraction force. Thus, even if the design of the utility arch is perfect, the system
will not perform as design if the patient fails to comply with elastic wear. Finally,
the second order of the utility arch tips the upper molar back in the initial stages,
similar to Tweeds “anchorage preparation”, which aids in the future resistance to
mesialization. The presence of second molars limits the rate and magnitude of
this tip back, which could also potentially lead to anchorage loss.
These mechanical failures in each group were not accounted for in this
study. The variability in resident skill level and ability to recognize and correct
these failures could have been a major contributing factor in the disparity
between the results of this study and previous studies. This study however does
reveal this disparity, and these factors should be considered in future treatment
of similar patients by residents and the supervising faculty in the NSU-DODO
clinic.
4.4. Evaluation of mandibular vertical anchorage control
The comparison of the mandibular molar extrusion revealed greater
average extrusion of the lower molars in the differential moments group, 1.12mm,
than the differential mass group, 0.70mm. This difference was found to be not
statistically significant. The null hypothesis, that both tooth borne anchorage
modalities will provide the same magnitude of anchorage control in the
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mandibular molars in the vertical dimensions, can not be rejected. Again,
although the differential mass group had less average anchorage loss, it did have
a greater standard deviation and range than the differential moments group. The
range of extrusion in the differential mass group (4.80) was double the range of
the differential moments group (2.40), which shows a greater reliability in the
vertical control provided by the differential moments group. Again, the significant
range in the differential mass group makes it more difficult to define the
magnitude of anchorage provided by this modality.
The Cook study, which used a non-treated control group for comparison of
the natural extrusion of the lower molars, found an average of 0.40mm of
extrusion in untreated patients. Although this is less than the average extrusion in
each of the groups of this study, it suggests that the anchorage modality may not
be solely responsible for the amounts of extrusion found in this study.29
Cook’s study also evaluated the effects of a lower utility arch on the
extrusion of the lower molar and found an average of 0.56mm of extrusion. The
average of 1.12mm of extrusion in the differential moments group, which also
utilized a lower utility arch, is much greater and does not agree with Cooks
findings.29 The exact mechanics used by Cook was not clear from her paper, but
it is possible the Class II elastics were not used in her technique, which would
remove a significant extrusive component of force from his results, hindering the
comparison to this study. Furthermore, Cook used the Ricketts 4 superimposition
technique and measured extrusion relative to a different reference plane, which
could also account for differences in the findings. However, Cook did postulate
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that the extrusive response to the utility arch may have actually been due to the
distal tipping of the lower molars, as a result of the second order bend in the
utility arch, elevating the mesio-buccal cusp relative to his reference plane,
wherever the entire tooth may not have extruded.
The statistical analysis showed, through the effect size (η2) in the
mandibular arch, that 65% of the variability in the findings is attributed to
unknown factors. Again, a likely contribution to this variability, although not
proven by this study, could have been failures in the mechanics due to operator
errors.
An interesting finding in this study was that there was actually intrusion of
the lower molar in five patients treated with differential mass anchorage. The
biomechanics of the differential mass modality as described has an extrusive,
rather than intrusive, element on the lower molars, calling this finding into
question. One possible explanation for the apparent intrusion of these molars
could actually be an error in measurement. Since the vertical dimension of the
molars was represented by a point on the most superior aspect of the mesiobuccal cusp of the molar, decreasing the height of the cusp would show the
appearance of intrusion, although the roots may have remained in the same
position. Also, any mesial tipping of the molar would in essence “intrude” the
molar as was measured, although extrusion of the distal cusp would be observed
on the same tooth. Use of the centroid, or measured center of resistance of the
molar, has been recommended eliminate this potential measurement error. A
systematic review of studies reporting true molar intrusion revealed that only one
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current study accurately evaluated molar intrusion, citing the use of cusps as
reference points, rather than centroid, and not accounting for normal alveolar
growth as major limiting factors.66
Another potential explanation for the measured intrusion could be the use
of bite turbos, or composite resin applied to the lingual cusps of the upper
molars, that is commonly used to open the bite to prevent occlusion on the
brackets during treatment. These bite turbos disocclude all teeth and concentrate
the force of the occlusion almost exclusively on the molars, which would have an
intrusive vector of force, possibly explaining the intrusion. Bite turbos are
occasionally left on the molars for the duration of the treatment, finishing with the
premolars and canines in occlusion and the molars out of occlusion, left to settle
into occlusion similar to the “Tweed finish”. If this is the reason for the apparent
intrusion, these results are compromised as the intentional guided extrusion of
those molars is expected during retention. Other factors not within the scope of
this study could also be responsible for these findings.
On the other hand, in the differential mass group, the extrusion seen could
be attributed to other possible mechanical oversights. One possibility could be
again due to use of bite turbos, which allow for the eruption of the teeth that are
not in occlusion. Once the bite turbos are removed, the molars, which were
previously maintained in their vertical position as the remaining dentition
extruded, may then be extruded to the new occlusal plane. Additionally, the lower
molar tubes are one of the more commonly debonded brackets due to contact of
the buccal cusps of the upper molar with the buccal surface of the lower molar,
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which may directly debond the tubes, or cause food to debond the tube while the
patient is eating. Although indirect bonding techniques may be used for improved
bracket placement, once the bracket is debonded, it is typically rebonded directly,
and occasionally in a more gingival position to prevent further debonds. If the
tube is place more gingivially, an unexpected extrusive force will be added to the
system, and could possibly explain the extrusion seen in this study.
The extrusion seen in the differential moments group may also potentially
be explained by potential mechanical failures, although this is again not proven in
the scope of this study. As descried earlier, the biomechanics involved in the
differential moments modality rely on proper balance of the moments and forces,
as well as the ability to recognize and correct these failures, which residents may
not have the experience necessary to do efficiently. The use of Class II elastics
provide an extrusive force on the molar, that must be counteracted by both the
moment from the second order bend, as well as the cortical anchorage provided
by the third order in the utility arch. If either of these aspects are not sufficient in
the utility arch, they will be overpowered by the elastics, allowing extrusion to
occur. Also, if the second order is excessive, as pointed out by Cook, the molar
may tip back, elevating the mesio-buccal cusp, and distorting the measurements
used to quantify extrusion of the entire tooth in this study. Another side effect of
this second order bend is the equilibrium extrusive force on the molar, which is
increased when the second order is excessive.
Again, the scope of this study does not explain exactly why this extrusion
occurred in both groups, but provides insight into these treatment modalities
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shortcomings to the residents and faculties. The results of this study do not show
a maximum magnitude of vertical anchorage control from either of these
anchorage modalities, however due to the high level of variability, caution must
be used in assigning the fault to the anchorage mechanics rather than other
possible factors.
4.5. Evaluation of mandibular sagittal anchorage control
The average mesialization of the lower molars, 2.40mm in the differential
mass group and 2.56mm in the differential moments group, had the most similar
results, although the differential mass group had 0.16mm less mesialization. This
comparison was again found to be not statistically significant, and again, the null
hypothesis, that both tooth borne anchorage modalities will provide the same
magnitude of anchorage control in the mandibular molars in the sagittal
dimensions, cannot be rejected. The differential mass group had a smaller
standard deviation (1.34) than the differential moments group (1.48), but again
had a larger range (6.35) than the differential moments group (4.95). Although
the difference between the average sagittal movement was not statistically
significant, the smaller range in the differential moments group indicates a more
consistent magnitude of anchorage compared to the differential mass group.
The results of this study are not in agreement with the results of previous
studies. The average mesialization of the lower molars in the differential mass
group was greater in comparison to the findings in Aronson’s anchorage study, in
which he showed 1.7mm of anchorage loss in the mandible while using
differential mass anchorage. Aronson found that to be comparable to the
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anchorage loss when using skeletal anchorage, and thus concluded that
differential mass anchorage was comparable to skeletal anchorage.12 The
differential moments group showed a much greater amount of disagreement
when compared to Hart’s study, which showed only 0.9mm of mesialization in his
maximum anchorage group using differential moments.19
As mentioned before, the statistical analysis showed, through the effect
size (η2) in the mandibular arch, that 65% of the variability in the findings are
attributed to unknown factors. Again, a likely contribution to this variability,
although not proven by this study, could have been failures in the mechanics due
to operator errors.
In the differential mass modality, one patient showed distal movement of
the lower molar, which is counter to the directional forces in the mechanics. This
distal movement could potentially be attributed to distal tipping of the molars, as
opposed to distal bodily movement, yet the tipping was not measured in this
study. Distal tipping could also potentially be attributed to improper molar tube
placement, which would create a distal moment when the straight wire was
inserted. Since this distal movement was found in only one patient, it is likely an
outlier that skews the statistical evaluation, but cannot be excluded as the reason
for the distalization is unknown. However, with this possible outlier removed, the
average mesialization is increased to 2.52mm for the differential mass group,
which is more similar to the differential moments results. Other possible reasons
for the increased mesialization found in this study, as compared to previous
studies, could be similar to the reasons for mesialization in the upper arch.
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Improper ligation of the posterior mass group, excessive retraction force, or
failure of maintenance of the initial arch form could be at fault for these results,
although this study can not show them to be the cause.
In the differential moments group, there are various other mechanical
shortcomings or oversights that may not be recognized by a resident, that could
be at fault for the increased mesialization. Again, the differential moments rely on
the balance between the moments that resist mesialization and the forces that
cause mesialization. The precise first and second order bends in the utility arch
are designed to dissipate the mesial components of force from the Class II
elastics and retraction force. An inexperienced resident may not balance these
forces adequately or recognize the signs of their failure to make the necessary
adjustments as needed, which could explain the greater amounts of mesialization
measured. Also, the presence of second molars may inhibit the anchorage
preparation, and again lead to greater losses of anchorage.
As with all other groups, the results of this study do not show a maximum
magnitude of anchorage on average, however the wide ranges in the groups
indicate that these results should be taken with caution. With respect to the
sagittal anchorage, the minimal difference in the magnitude of anchorage
achieved in each of these groups indicates that the two anchorage modalities, as
employed by the residents in the NSU-DODO clinic, provided similar magnitudes
of anchorage. The variability found in the results, however, indicate that these
similarities, or differences, should not be entirely attributed to the anchorage
modality.
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4.6. Clinical Significance
Due to the limitations of this study, the clinical significance of the results
should be treated with caution, and limited to the treatment performed using the
various techniques taught within the NSU-DODO clinic, by the NSU-DODO
residents, and under the supervision of the NSU-DODO faculty. The results of
this study are a reflection of the treatment results accomplished within these
limitations. The statistical variance of the effect size, represented by η2, showed
that 65% of the variance in the lower arch and 64% of the variance in the upper
arch were due to unknown circumstances. This serves as a major limitation, and
makes it difficult to make conclusions regarding the magnitude of anchorage
achieved by the anchorage modalities in this study. From these results, although
not statistically significant, it was found that on average, the differential mass
anchorage modality allowed less anchorage loss than the differential moments
modality. However, although also not statistically significant, the differential
moments anchorage modality, in all directions except for the vertical dimension
of the upper molars, had smaller ranges of anchorage loss, and thus provided a
more consistent magnitude of anchorage.
Due to the limitations of this study revealed by the statistics and the broad
range of the results, it would be irresponsible to define the magnitudes of
anchorage achieved by these modalities. However, it can be stated that using
these cases as a representation of the treatment completed within the NSUDODO clinic, neither the differential mass nor differential moments anchorage
modalities accomplished true maximum anchorage, defined as maintenance of
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the vertical and sagittal position of the molars. Both of these anchorage
modalities fit within the moderate anchorage magnitude category, although this is
a broad category.
Within the NSU-DODO clinic, some significance may be applied based on
these results. First, as the results of this study show, alternate anchorage
modalities should be considered when treating cases that absolutely demand
maximum anchorage. Furthermore, these results may be informative to the NSUDODO residents, showing that an appropriate theoretical understanding and
practical ability are necessary to accomplish the same results as the more
experienced clinicians that have published their results in the past. Finally, the
results of this study may be viewed by the clinical faculty of the NSU-DODO as a
reflection of the results of the treatments they have supervised, and to recognize
that these results may not be the same as they were capable of accomplishing in
their own practice. The overall clinical significance of this study is that it provides
previously unknown information regarding the results obtained in the NSU-DODO
clinic and may indicate areas for improvement in the future.
4.7. Future studies
The inconclusive results of this study leave many questions to be
answered by future research. One area that may be explored in future research
could be directed toward the high variability found in this study, and may
determine the nature of the unknown factors that caused the differences in this
study. Future research may also be able to determine why intrusion of the molars
was seen in the differential mass groups. Also, future research could include an
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analysis of the angular changes of the molars to determine if anchorage was lost
by tipping or more significant bodily movement.
To properly answer the questions initially proposed by this research, it
would be beneficial to utilize a prospective clinical approach. A prospective study
with a more consistent patient sample, random distribution of the patients within
the anchorage modality groups, and more consistent mechanics would help to
eliminate much of the unknown variability and allow for a more clinically
significant conclusion to be made. Also, in a prospective study, the treatment
goals could be more clearly defined prior to treatment, which would allow the
outcomes of treatment to be more accurately interpreted. A long-term follow up to
a prospective study could also provide unknown information regarding the
stability of the results accomplished while utilizing these modalities.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions
Based on the treatment outcomes of these Class I cases that required the
extraction of first premolars and a maximum magnitude of anchorage the
following conclusions may be made. First, due to the lack of statistically
significant results in this study, the null hypotheses of this study cannot be
rejected. This study did not reveal a statistically significant difference in the
magnitude of anchorage that can be achieved by the differential mass and
differential moments anchorage modalities. Although the differential mass group,
on average, had less anchorage loss in all dimensions, it had a much larger
range with respect to vertical and sagittal anchorage in the lower arch and the
sagittal anchorage in the upper arch; ergo, the differential moments groups
achieved more reliable magnitudes of anchorage for these dimensions. Due to
these results, it can be concluded that within the NSU-DODO clinic, the
differential mass and differential moments anchorage modalities achieved the
same maximum magnitude of anchorage in all directions.
Secondly, due to the high degree of unknown variability, it can be
concluded that these results of this study do not necessarily reflect the loss of
anchorage due to the anchorage modality used. Much of the anchorage lost in
these cases may be attributed to unknown factors. Prior to making definitive
conclusions regarding the efficacy of these anchorage modalities, these unknown
factors should be determined.
Finally, the results of this study do provide some clinical significance,
although these conclusions should be limited to the results of treatments
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performed within the NSU-DODO clinic. Based on this study, it can be concluded
that maximum anchorage is not consistently achieved by either of these
modalities within the NSU-DODO clinic. This fact may be used by the NSUDODO residents to indicate potential shortcomings of treatments performed by
themselves or their peers, and serve as a reminder that proper clinical
application of the theories taught during the residency program is essential to
achieving desired results. Furthermore, this fact may be used by the NSU-DODO
faculty as a realistic representation of the results achieved under their
supervision, and indicate areas where improvements may be made to provide
patients with more optimal results.
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Appendix A: Raw Data- Differential Mass

Patient

U6 Occlusal
change
(mm)

Avg. Sagittal
Change
U6 (mm)

L6
Occlusal
Change
(mm)

Avg. Sagittal
Change L6
(mm)

1

-0.4

0.6

1.8

2.25

3
4
6
7
8
9
12
13
14
16
18
19
20
22
23
24
25
27
30
31
32
33
34

-1.3
-1
-2
1
-0.9
-2.7
-1.4
0.3
-1.2
-0.9
-2
-1
-1.1
-1.8
-1.6
-2.1
-4.1
-0.6
-1.5
-1.9
-0.3
-1.4
-2.7

1.25
5.55
0.6
5.2
4.05
4.85
1.7
3.2
4.5
2.1
1.1
1.2
4.8
3.55
4.5
6.65
3.7
0.75
1.65
2.95
1.4
5.2
2.3

0.6
0.6
2.1
-0.8
1.5
-1.3
-1
0.5
0.3
1.4
1
0.4
3.5
1.4
0.5
-0.2
2.1
0.3
1
0.7
0.4
0.7
-0.6

2.15
3
0.7
3.1
4
5.8
2.25
1.6
2.15
1.3
1.8
2.2
4.1
-0.55
3.6
2.8
1.65
0.65
1.3
2.7
1.8
3.45
3.7
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Appendix B: Raw Data- Differential Moments

Patient
2
5
10
11
15
17
21
26
28
29

U6 Occlusal Avg. Sagittal L6 Occlusal Avg. Sagittal
change
Change
Change
Change L6
(mm)
U6 (mm)
(mm)
(mm)
-4.4
3.05
0.3
5.25
1.1
4.75
2.3
2.7
-0.6
4.3
1.3
1.3
-1.4
2.6
2.2
1.9
-4.4
4.85
0.4
3.75
-2.6
5.1
1.3
3.95
-0.5
2.05
2
3.1
-1.4
2.85
0.6
2
-1.3
3.45
0.1
0.35
-1.9
2.45
0.7
1.25
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